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When physical constraints do not allow for a structure to be built offline adjacent its permanent location, self- 

propelled modular transports are typically used to transport a preassembled structure from an offsite construction yard 

further away.  Since ample space is available to accomplish a bridge slide, which is a more cost-effective technique 

that relies on construction close to the permanent location, the modular transport alternative was eliminated from 

further consideration. 
 

Precast Segmental Arch: North and south of SR-101L the roadway profile of Miller Road would be excavated to 

allow the assembly of precast arch segments. To complete the center sections of arch segments SR-101L traffic 

would be shifted to the outside of SR-101L on temporary pavement to allow for an inside work zone. 
 

Three-Sided Box Slide: North and south of SR-101L the roadway profile of Miller Road would be excavated to 

construct a three-sided box structure offline of traffic. Once the box construction was complete each side of the box 

would be slid into place under a weekend directional closure of SR-101L. 
 

Precast Box Culvert Jacking: Jacking and receiving pits would be excavated on both sides of SR-101L and jacks 

would be installed within the receiving pit. Precast segments of a box culvert would be lowered into the jacking pit 

and matched to a cutting shield. The jacks would be extended, pushing the box culvert sections into the cutting shield 

one by one. As the box sections and cutting shield are pushed into the embankment under SR-101L the embankment 

would be excavated from within the box culvert sections. The entire box culvert would be jacked into the SR-101L 

under live traffic. 
 

After further discussions with representatives from ADOT’s Central District and Structures Group this alternative was 

eliminated from further consideration due to unknowns with jacking under live traffic. 
 

Tunneling: Launch and receiving pits would be excavated on both sides of SR-101L and a tunnel boring machine 

would be lowered into the launch pit. The tunnel boring machine would tunnel under live traffic securing the tunnel 

as the excavation occurs. 
 

Tunneling was considered cost prohibitive by the stakeholders and eliminated from further consideration. 

  

3.2.1 Construction Alternatives (Selected for Further Evaluation) 
 

After additional discussions with COS and ADOT, four initial alternatives were selected for further evaluation. Each 

alternative was detailed to a 15% design level to determine key parameters to size structures, determine R/W impact, 

and estimate probable costs. 
 

� Alternative 1 – Conventional Bridge Construction 

� Alternative 2 – Bridge Slide 

� Alternative 3 – Three-Sided Box Slide 

� Alternative 4 – Precast Arch 

 

After the initial draft of this report was released, Alternative 1A was added to the analysis.  Alternative 1A is 

identical to Alternative 1 except for the addition of retaining wall construction inside ADOT’s R/W.  Alternative 1 

assumed only partial retaining walls would be constructed to an interim depth just below the abutment cap whereas 

Alternative 1A will construct the retaining walls to the ultimate depth to the greatest extent possible within ADOT’s  

R/W. 

 

 

3.3 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE                                                                                    
 

The evaluation of alternatives was based on the issues, concerns, and opportunities gathered during the analysis 

phase, as well as, criteria established by the project team.  In addition, concerns and questions regarding each 

alternative at the workshops were considered. The summary of the evaluation is presented in Table 3.2.  

 

The comparison of the alternatives consisted of analyzing the benefits of conventional bridge construction compared 

to the benefits of accelerated bridge construction techniques. 

 

 


































































































































































































































































































































